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Maple was in a snowstorm that had so much snow she couldn't see where she was going. Then Maple found a nice little polar bear named Polly.

"Sure. I can't make it through the storm on my own."

Polly puts Maple in a backpack and puts the backpack on her shoulders.
Maple and Polly traveled so far, they stopped at a cave to rest. The next morning, ice was melting off trees.
The new friends noticed flowers were blooming! Polly jumps over a fence and lands next to a big flower, and on that flower was a butterfly!
Next, they put Maple on Butterfly's back. Then, Polly headed back north. Butterfly flew with Maple on her back to SummerLand.
It was super hot there. Butterfly and Maple found a stray cat. But it appeared she wanted to help. The kitty put Maple in a jar and said, "My name is Caty." "Nice to meet you. My name is Maple. Can you help me get to the safe?" "I can walk you there!"
Moore started dancing.
Finally found her friends. Then saw more colorful leaves. They were there, they were there.